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Is your company
  China proof?

Tony Hague, Managing Director 
of PP Control & Automation, 
gives an insight into how UK 
machinery builders can ‘China 
proof’ themselves against 
lower cost replicas.
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Material costs and supplier leverage –  
by combining the customers needs with  
our own supply chain requirements and 
relationships, we can create cost down 
opportunities within the bill of materials.

Technical Expertise – by combining 
the customers specific engineering 
competence with the tacit knowledge PP 
has gained through working with many 
world leading machine builders in many 
different market sectors, further enhanced 
by the engineering prowess of our technical 
partners, we can design innovative solutions 
that will reduce manufacturing costs and 
enhance machine performance.

Compliance expertise – with our 
knowledge and capabilities around UL and 
cUL standards, coupled with the specialist 
knowledge of our compliance and standards 
partners, we can offer advice and solutions 
for machine builders that is specific to 
industry sectors or sales geographies.

If you’re facing increasing global competition, 
lower cost machines from Asia, sales growth 
and margins are being compromised etc., 
give PP a call today.

We can arrange an exploratory meeting, 
find out more about your challenges and 
goals, and see if we can be an assistance 
to you and your business.

Design for manufacture - PP has 
developed an unsurpassed level of 
knowledge in the areas of DFM associated 
with machinery builders, this knowledge 
has been acquired over a period of 
20+ years, working alongside world 
leading OEMs. The application of such 
knowledge, combined with production 
engineering skills and 6 sigma principals, 
leads to improved machine design, lower 
manufacturing costs and increased 
reliability.

Production expertise - the use of 
automation for cable preparation, 
including crimp force monitoring 
technology, the use of poke-yoke 
manufacturing, automated test 
equipment, torque tooling and lean 
manufacturing principals, all leads to 
optimum quality, machine performance 
and reliability, vitally important when the 
end user is looking at life time value of 
capital machinery acquisition.

PP can offer:

These machines may be aimed at the Asian market, slowing down 
the UK export opportunities, but also with the growth in the 
Asian markets slowing, they are now developing their own export 
markets into Europe and the US.

We are hearing more stories of UK machinery builders having to 
fight low cost Chinese machine builders who have basically copied 
the basic principals of their process and now produce similar.

Often of lower quality, inferior reliability, lower spec machines, but 
may be at a cost which is 20 to 40% lower than the UK product.

UK machine 
builders fighting to 

make themselves  
“China proof”

Creating partnerships  
that provide real
business benefits

In the face of such competition, UK 
manufacturers need to innovate product 
and process, they are not going to simply 
put pressure on their current suppliers and 
gain any form of significant cost down by 
lower component costs, this may deliver a 
few percent but it’s no game changer.

PP Controls & Automation are a proven 
partner for world leading machine 
builders that has practical experience 
of assisting in such challenges. We have 
proven, practical and delivered results..., 
not just the theory, so let us help and assist 
you in becoming china proof, now.
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